Harlingen/Lyford/Weslaco, Tri-County Area, Texas
Hidalgo, Cameron and Willacy
Mexican Fruit Fly Quarantine
June 29, 2022

The quarantine can be described as,
Starting at a point described as N26.539474 degrees and W97.738045 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.532211 degrees and W97.738045 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.532211 degrees and W97.729976 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.524948 degrees and W97.729976 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.524948 degrees and W97.721907 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.517685 degrees and W97.721907 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.517685 degrees and W97.713838 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.510423 degrees and W97.713838 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.510423 degrees and W97.705769 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.437796 degrees and W97.705769 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.437796 degrees and W97.713838 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.430533 degrees and W97.713838 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.430533 degrees and W97.721907 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.423270 degrees and W97.721907 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.423270 degrees and W97.724371 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.381820 degrees and W97.724371 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.381820 degrees and W97.716917 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.316454 degrees and W97.716917 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.305636 degrees and W97.716858 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.305636 degrees and W97.704396 degrees
then South to a point described as N26.298373 degrees and W97.704396 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.298373 degrees and W97.696343 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.291110 degrees and W97.696343 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.291110 degrees and W97.688291 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.283847 degrees and W97.688291 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.283847 degrees and W97.680238 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.276584 degrees and W97.680238 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.276584 degrees and W97.672185 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.271089 degrees and W97.672185 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.271089 degrees and W97.670167 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.263826 degrees and W97.670167 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.263826 degrees and W97.662116 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.256563 degrees and W97.662116 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.256563 degrees and W97.654066 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.250956 degrees and W97.654066 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.250956 degrees and W97.630048 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.249549 degrees and W97.630048 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.249549 degrees and W97.570000 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.242286 degrees and W97.570000 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.242286 degrees and W97.561951 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.235023 degrees and W97.561951 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.235023 degrees and W97.553902 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.227760 degrees and W97.553902 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.227760 degrees and W97.545854 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.220497 degrees and W97.545854 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.220497 degrees and W97.537805 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.147867 degrees and W97.537805 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.147867 degrees and W97.545854 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.140604 degrees and W97.545854 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.140604 degrees and W97.553902 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.133341 degrees and W97.553902 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.133341 degrees and W97.561951 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.126078 degrees and W97.561951 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.126078 degrees and W97.568536 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.098626 degrees and W97.568536 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.098626 degrees and W97.576582 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.091363 degrees and W97.576582 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.091363 degrees and W97.584627 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.084100 degrees and W97.584627 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.084100 degrees and W97.592673 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.076837 degrees and W97.592673 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.076837 degrees and W97.600718 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.069574 degrees and W97.600718 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.069574 degrees and W97.681173 degrees
, then North to a point described as N26.076837 degrees and W97.681173 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.076837 degrees and W97.689218 degrees
, then North to a point described as N26.084100 degrees and W97.689218 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.084100 degrees and W97.697264 degrees
, then North to a point described as N26.091363 degrees and W97.697264 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.091363 degrees and W97.705309 degrees
, then North to a point described as N26.098626 degrees and W97.705309 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.098626 degrees and W97.713355 degrees
, then North to a point described as N26.101484 degrees and W97.713355 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.101440 degrees and W97.725283 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.094177 degrees and W97.725283 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.094177 degrees and W97.733329 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.086914 degrees and W97.733329 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.086914 degrees and W97.741375 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.079651 degrees and W97.741375 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.079651 degrees and W97.750557 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.037782 degrees and W97.750557 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.037782 degrees and W97.758598 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.030519 degrees and W97.758598 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.030519 degrees and W97.763836 degrees
, then westerly along the United States / Mexico International boundary following the
, natural river shore on the US side of the Rio Grande River to a point described as
, N26.060578 degrees and W97.895301 degrees
, then North to a point described as N26.100187 degrees and W97.895301 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.100392 degrees and W97.923939 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.100392 degrees and W97.996367 degrees
, then North to a point described as N26.107655 degrees and W97.996367 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.107655 degrees and W98.004415 degrees
, then North to a point described as N26.114918 degrees and W98.004415 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.114918 degrees and W98.012463 degrees
, then North to a point described as N26.122181 degrees and W98.012463 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.122181 degrees and W98.020510 degrees
, then North to a point described as N26.129444 degrees and W98.020510 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.129444 degrees and W98.028558 degrees
, then North to a point described as N26.202074 degrees and W98.028558 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.202074 degrees and W98.020510 degrees
, then North to a point described as N26.209337 degrees and W98.020510 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.209337 degrees and W98.012463 degrees
, then North to a point described as N26.216600 degrees and W98.012463 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.216600 degrees and W98.004415 degrees
, then North to a point described as N26.223863 degrees and W98.004415 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.223863 degrees and W97.996367 degrees
, then North to a point described as N26.231126 degrees and W97.996367 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.231126 degrees and W97.915892 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.223863 degrees and W97.915892 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.223863 degrees and W97.907844 degrees
, then South to a point described as N26.218948 degrees and W97.907844 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.219455 degrees and W97.869935 degrees
, then North to a point described as N26.226718 degrees and W97.869935 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.226718 degrees and W97.861887 degrees
, then North to a point described as N26.233981 degrees and W97.861887 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.233981 degrees and W97.833245 degrees
, then North to a point described as N26.236519 degrees and W97.833245 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.236519 degrees and W97.829777 degrees
, then North to a point described as N26.280353 degrees and W97.829777 degrees
, then East to a point described as N26.280353 degrees and W97.829756 degrees
, then North to a point described as N26.287403 degrees and W97.829756 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.287403 degrees and W97.837816 degrees
, then North to a point described as N26.294666 degrees and W97.837816 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.294666 degrees and W97.845876 degrees
, then North to a point described as N26.301929 degrees and W97.845876 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.301929 degrees and W97.853936 degrees
, then North to a point described as N26.309192 degrees and W97.853936 degrees
, then West to a point described as N26.309192 degrees and W97.861996 degrees
, then North to a point described as N26.370595 degrees and W97.861996 degrees, then West to a point described as N26.370595 degrees and W97.869528 degrees, then North to a point described as N26.443223 degrees and W97.869528 degrees, then East to a point described as N26.443223 degrees and W97.861463 degrees, then North to a point described as N26.450486 degrees and W97.861463 degrees, then East to a point described as N26.450486 degrees and W97.853399 degrees, then North to a point described as N26.457749 degrees and W97.853399 degrees, then East to a point described as N26.457749 degrees and W97.851010 degrees, then North to a point described as N26.510423 degrees and W97.851010 degrees, then East to a point described as N26.510423 degrees and W97.842941 degrees, then North to a point described as N26.517685 degrees and W97.842941 degrees, then East to a point described as N26.517685 degrees and W97.834872 degrees, then North to a point described as N26.524948 degrees and W97.834872 degrees, then East to a point described as N26.524948 degrees and W97.826803 degrees, then North to a point described as N26.532211 degrees and W97.826803 degrees, then East to a point described as N26.532211 degrees and W97.818734 degrees, then North to a point described as N26.539474 degrees and W97.818734 degrees, then East to a the starting point.